CHAPTER-V
SOME EVALUATIVE AND CONCLUSIVE REMARKS

.

SAMANYALAKSANA
. . PRATYAKSA
Establishment of Samanya:
The Buddhist Philosophers like Shantaraksit (in Tattvasamgraha) and
Pt. Ashok ( in Samanyadu~aQadika Prasarata) have rejected the hypothesis of
universal (samanya) as argued for by the Naiyayika.ln support of the Buddhists,
we may say thl:J.t a universal is not a sense-datum. As its existence cannot be
ascertained by percepti:on or by any other means, it is non-existent like the socalled horns of a hare.

According to the Buddhists, even if a universal is the object of a
judgement, it has only an imaginary being but not real existence. An inference
or verbal knowledge cannot establish the reality of universals since they reveal
imaginary objects but no real ones.

A universal is not different from an individual. For a universal is not to be
cognised if an individual is not perceived. If an object is different. from another
object then the cognition of one does not entail that of another. For instance, a
jar is different from a piece of cloth. The former is cognised independently of the
latter. But a universal is never cognised if an individual

is not cognised. ·

Conversely an individual is not different from a universal.
...

4-·.

If an individual is not apprehended theh its universal would remain
uncognised. Such a contention is hardly supportable since the suggestion that
a universal abides in an individual can be contrarily argued.
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If a universal wholly abides in a distinct individual then it abides there
exhaustively and as such it should be exclusively perceived there. There is no ·
change of cognising it at another locus. Again, if a universal abides in an
individual partially then it does not exhaustively abide in an individual. In that
case, how can we recognise an individual cow as such ? Moreover, a universal
is a partless whole. As such, it does not consist of parts. Thus, it is difficult to
solve the problem of locating a universal in a proper locus since no appropriate
locus is found.

Now , if existence is denied to the universals, how shall we explain a
common idea, a concept, viz:, a cow as referring to an individual? We may say
that there are no universals which are objectively real. The concept •cow' explains
everything which the universal of cowness is supposed to do. According to the
Buddhists, people ordinarily judge all members of a particular class, e.g.,
molasses, •cow• etc. perform the same function. So they are to be taken as one.
They hold further that they look alike i.e., their difference of form is negligible.
So, there is no need to hold on to view of universals. And thus it is argued that
a universal does not actually exist. 1

The arguments of the Buddhists are criticizable. If samanya (universal)
does not exist, then the question arises how do we come to attain the knowledge
of all the objects of the past, distant and future?

Witho~t · .endorsing the concept of samanyalak~ara the causal nexus

betwee~ knowledge, desire and volition cannot be

established. At first we may

. attain the knowledge ofa thing. This knowledge leads to desire at the next
moment, and hence it should be admitted that the perception of the primary
knowledge occurs at the third moment. In that case, however, the causal

nexus

between primary knowledge and desire remains unestablished. For
causal
,··
relation implies that the two relata between which causal link is asserted should
be perceived. Hence, it becomes imperative that the primary knowledge be
presented th-rough the knowledge of the universal. This is evidently a case for
siimanyalak~ar:a.
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A universal comprises within all individuals irrespective of time and space.
Without knowing the individuals in their entirety the universal also cannot be
known. This would result in the non-ascertainment of vyapti between the two.
Thus, the knowlege of all individuais is made possible by samanyalak~a!Ja.

The Buddhists are of course correct in their position so far as their
presuppositions are concernec;l. The· Buddhists admit the theory of
impermanence of entities and hence, they do not accept any entity that

is

permanent in its mode of being. They are in order in their non.accepting samanya.
But the Naiyayikas hav~ no such ontological commitment. So they accept the
samanya as a separate category and adjust their own position accordingly.

To illustrate the case of the Naiyayikas a person saw an individual cow
called Dhavali in the past. Later on he sees another individual cow Kalindi by
name. Experience says that he remembers Dhava/i which was seen before.
We cannot explain the remembrance of Dhavaliif no common property inheres
in the two individual cows. We cannot remember an individual on encountering
another individual entirely different from the "first. As a person remembers an~
individual cow seen before on finding another individual cow different from the
first; he remembers an individual cow seen earlier on finding another only
because he has noticed a common property shared by both of them. So it is
· reasonable to hold that a common element (or universal) is grasped. 1·1

Naiyiyikas do not admit the Buddhist theory of samanya (i.e. nominalism).

St.

.

Accordingly to them, simanya or universal is real.slubsists in vise~a which is
. -· -- .. --

-

A

..

.

...

its locus by virtue of the, relation of samaiwa. Samanya is eternal and timeless
being. Being eternal, it subsists in many (nityatve sati anekasamavetatvamSiddhantamuktavali on verse no. 8). The particular reveals the universal. All
the universals (samlinya) are said to be distinct realities which have spatial
·--

manifestations at different places at the same time.
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But ttie Buddhists have an objectioin to this view. In his Pramar]avartika,
Dharmakirti says that if universals are eternal (nitya), these must always exist.
Manhood is an objective universal. So it has to be related to the particular object
. as soon as a child is born and has to disappear from the spatial location at the
very moment of the death of an old man. 'Manhood' cannot travel from one man
to another man, because in that case the nature would not be of a man any
longer; nor can it remain stationary for them. The latter man would not-even be a
man. But in response, the Naiyayikas aver that this only proves that universals
are not particulars. Buddhists also raise a question on the eternity of the .
universal. During the intermediate period, when a child is born and a man dies,
where does the universal' manhood• exist? Here samanya is not perceived to
exist anywhere. To this the Naiyayika's ariswser is that non-perception of
anything does not imply its non-existence. During that intermediate period
'manhood' is not perceived because the 'man' who is the source of the universal
'manhood' is not present and this is the reason of the non-perception of the
universal'manhood'.

The Naiyayikas aver that it is not the case that unless the particular exists,
the universals cannot exist. The existence of universal does not depend on the
. particular. To be sat is its own nature. When there is the particular, the relation
of inherence (samavaya) becomes apparent between~: the particular and the
universal (yadaiva vastu tadaiva gotvenabhisambandhate-Nyaya- va-rtika).

Gotva i~ eternal, samavaya relation is also eternal, but the particular cow is not
.et~rnal. It is one of the relata only. Thus, in the absence of a particular cow the
relation between cowhood and the cow is not visible. Therefore, it is obvious
from this thatthe relation between sattva and asattva can be interpreted only
with the help of the particular.

According to the Naiyayika, the real universal cannot be an aggregate of
different essential properties, for a real universal should be unitary, simple,

..

unanalysable (akhanda) eternal, timeless, indestructible and present in many .
through a single unitary relation called inherence (samavaya). The Naiyayikas,
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say that the universal'swiper', nurse, cannot be real universals for the application
of such general terms depended on some upadhis, that is, nominpl properties
are not objective universals. The relation which is essential for a real universal
is samavaya relation. The samavaya

relation exists in dravya {substance),

gufJa (guality), and karma (action), that is, the blue particular is related to the
blue thing, the action particular to the acting, i.e. moving object that instantiqtes."
it. This relation is described as a yutasiddha or inseparable. This inseparability
is unidirectional. It is a permanent relation in which one of the relata cannot
exist without the presence of the other, though the latter can continue without
the former. The blue particular exists in the pot and when the pot continues to
exist with another colour etc. the blue particular is destroyed.

Dinnaga points out that practically the objects are unique particulars
which have infinite properties. These properties are not ontological. These
properties do not exist in the object but superimposed by the mind or
conceptually constructed. For example, a particular is recognised as biue only
when it is excluded from non-blue things. Their act of exclusion is definitely a
contribution of the mind which is called kalpanii or vikalpa.

According to the Buddhists, every object in a word has corresponding
exclusion class and an object is presented before us through this mental
· representatives. The!eneric attribute or commonness of mental representation
(i.e. the universal or saminya) is not connected with any real thing in the world
which is full of only with particulars but this 'commonness' the world is
conceived in our language thorough words or concepts .

.,. -

-

In his Nyayamanjari Buddhist doctrine of Samanya has been refuted
by Jayanta Bhatt,fi. He argues that universal (saminya) cannot be constructed
by our mind and it canot be regarded as a kalpana. These are directly presented
to us. Our first cognition of a thing is not merely an apprehension of its unity but
.

,....,

also its disjunctive feature. When we perceive something, its maniJoldness is
as such manifested to consciousness as ~ its unitary character. 12 lt is cognised
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as a totality of many parts, qualities and aspects. The

Bu~JJ,ists say that the

universal is a mere concept, but the 'real' is a unique particular. This is refuted
by Jayanta and he avers that an object denoted by a word is real because it is
the same object which is revealed by Nirvikalpalka Pratyaksa also. 2

Naiyayikas also state that when we see

cow somethings we also see

cowhood inherent in it, although we may not at the same time see one as cow
and the other as cowness. Both entities appear in our 'consciousness'.

This non-qualificative awareness is also in a sense inexpressible in
language. It is supposed to be a reflex of the Buddhist thesis of the
-

inexpressibility of the pure object of sense-perception. For in the linguistic
expression of the awareness of the cow as a such, or the sun as such we do
not say 'This has cowness' or 'This has sunhood'. Because these would be
expression of very different cognitive episodes. The Naiyayikas hold that these
universals are unexpressed in the verbal representation of the awareness
because if they are expressed, they also need another 'qualifier.'

Against the Naiyayikas who are the realist, the Buddhist states that a
cow is known from the fact that it is not a non-cow. If the specific· individualization
of a cow should require one common factor to hold "them together, th~n these
should require another and so on ad infinitum. So samanya can be admitt~d to
exist as an entity. But it is only as a result of the impression of past experience of
existence and non-existence that this notion is formed and transferred wrongly
to increase the objects in number.
The Nyaya-Vaise~ika philosophers opine that negation of non;.cows is a
negative perception (abhiivatmaka Pratyak~a) while the sameness perceiyed
.as cow is a positive perception (bhlivatmaka pratyak~a) . The negative theory
or the apoha theory ofthe Buddhists cannot explain the (bhavatmaka pratyak~a)
(positive perception).Therefore, samanya has to be accepted as a separate
category. If Samanya is accepted the supernormal perception through samanya
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(samanyalak~aQa) will find its solid base. The negative perception £~~the
perception of non-cow is cow is a result of perception. That non-cow exists in a
cow is known by virtue of the awareness of the inherent property of a cow
which may be described as 'cowness' or universal. Hence, universal"cowness
serves the basis of distinguishing it from the non-cow'

class~

Depending on

these arguments it can be concluded that universal has to be accepted as a
category of real but not unreal.

The Buddha Critique of Samanyalakf!BIJii :
According to the Buddhists, the reality of an object is determined by its
causal efficacy (arthakriya-karitva). All things which have causal efficacy are
momentary in nature.

The Vai£esikas argue that the meaning of the term 'sattva' (existence or
being) seems to be vague .to themselves. The term 'sattva' implies the
association of an object with .satta-samanya or jati and so it is eternal. It has

.

that the existence remains in the threebeen stated in the Bhasapariccheda
.
.

substance (dravya), quality (guna) and action (karma) i.e. "dravyaditrikastu satta
paratayocyate". The existence remaining in the above three is called Pure
satta and that existing in any one of the three is called qualified satta ( VisfJddha
satta). If it is so, how an object possessing this eternal generic attribute can be

momentary?

In reply the Buddhists point out that they do not accept that an object
possessing satta-samanya exist. If it is so, .the existence would have to be
admitted in substance, q1,1ality and action due· to accepting satta·._-samiinya
there. The Vais'esikas are of the view that Siimiinya, visesa and Samavaya do
•

•

•

<J

•

not possess existence or satta because of the problem of infinite regress. If
sattaor samanya is accepted in siimanya or _Vise~a etc., ·there would arise the

question of accepting another
samanya in it i.e., Samanyatva,
ViS'e?yatva etc
.
.
and in this way, the defect of infinite regress arises. In fact, theVais'el?ikas have
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sal:.

accepted samanya etc.. asAas they are revealed as such, but this is not Samanya
in the technical sense. If the

Vai/e~ikas accept sattain the form of astitva in

samiinya etc. there would be gaurava in determining the criterion of
apprehending the sat object. Moreover, another problem would arise. There
would arise common apprehension (anugatapratyaya) in the substance etc.
due to having the same sattajati in them. But where there is no sattajati as in

Samanya etc., there would also arise the common apprehension, 3 which is not
desirable.
/

.

The Nyaya Vaisesika philosophers accept that Satta or Jati exists in
~

.

different loci having same shape and size through the relation of inherence.
Here, the Buddhists ask that if samanya exists in many things bearing same
size, how do they admit samanya or sattajatiin different objects bearing different
shapes and sizes like substance, quality and action and also between musterd
seeds arid mountain? Satt8Samanya, the Vais~sika believes, exists in substance
etc. through the relation of inherence (Samavaya).lf it is accepted, the Buddhists
argue how the usage of differentiation between a man and a cow in the form This is a cow and this is a man can be made. If it is .mentioned that universals
like humanity, cowness etc. pervading in a man and a cow are the causes of the
usage of the differentiation between them, it is not tenable because the concept
of universal as propounded by them is under consideration. 4

The Buddhists ask whether the universal exists in all objects or in all
individuals belonging to a particular class. In the former case, all objects would
be of a same type due to the existence of same universal in them. If the universal
'humanity' existing in a human being remains in dog etc., the dog etc. would
have to be .considered as man due to having humanity in them, which is not
possible. Moreover, it will go against the established thesis of the Naiyayikas. 5
If the latter is taken for consideration, it will also create some difficulties. That
universal exists in all individuals belonging to the same class is admitted by
PraS'astapada. 6 lf this view is accepted, it will lead to some philosophical problems
( difficulties) which are. as under : .
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The universal 'jarness' does not exist In a piece of mud before the
origination of a jar but it is produced just aJter the origination of the same. It is
enquired by the Buddhists whether the universaljarness existing in ajar situated
in other place is related to this jar existing in a different place or riot. If it is so,
whether this universal is related to a particular individual after coming from
~

other places or without coming form there. In the case of former the universal
-

"

would have to be designated as substance as it possesses the action in the
form of movement. In the latter, there would arise the difficulty in apprehending
the relation: For, how can the relation of one object to another be established
without accepting the action of movement. 7

We cannot say that jarness etc. existing in a jar is related to a jar existing
in another place through its.self- extension. But self- extension is possible for
an object having parts (savayava). Jarness etc. have no parts (niravayava); so
- the extension of it is not possible. 8 If a jar is destroyed, the question arises :
whether the jarness existing in itremains in it or goes elsewhere or is destroyed.
Here the first alternative is not correct because the universal cannot exist
without its substratum i.e. an individual. The second alternative also is not
correct because if we acGept the movement in univers~il then only an universal
can go elsewhere and it would turn into a dravya or substance because of
having movement or action in it 9
According to the Vai~e~ika, universal exists in substance etc. through the
,relation of inherence. Being impressed by this the Buddhists argue that jarness
existing in a jar remains in the ground because the lower part of the jar is connected with the upper surface of the ground. So, the ground is to be called ·
a jar but it is not possible. Besides, jarness cannot pervade a jar !3Xisting on the
ground without keeping it associated with the ground.

The Buddhists do not admit Samanya because of the defects mentioned
above. They point out that sattvais not in the form of samanya but in the form of
causal efficacy (artha-kriya-Kiiritva-riipam).
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How is common knowledge (anugatapratyaya} among various individuals
of the same possible of samanya is not accepted: According to the Buddhists,
we cannot say that 'cow' is differentiate.d from other animals like horse etc. with
the help of samanya. But 'cow' is known as distinct in terms of the knowledge of
no!1-cow (agovyav[ttj}. In like manner a jar is distinct in terms of the knowledge
of non-jar (agha!avyav[tf1) 10 • This kind of negative way of knowing is called

'apoha'. ·A particular object can be -differentiated from others

-.

(svetaravyavrttirupa} by Apoha. The differentiation of a jar from other objects

(ghatetarabh~da) which remains in all individual jaPmay be shown as under:
'

A

'This is a jar but not cloth' ..

Apoha differentiates a particular object from others, so it is called
anyapoha-=- According to Ratnakirti, the verval usage of the sentence 'This is a
cow' comes from the apprehension in the form 'This cow is different from noncow' (agovyav~tta) 11 • Therefore, the phenomenon' of anyapoha is the outcome
(cause) of similar_ apprehension (anugatapratyaya) and so siimanya is not
required. ~hat is to say, the similar apprehension of all individuals of the same
class is found because of an object's unique character (svalak9BIJBf) which is
possible throug_h its distinct nature from other things.

The theory of impermanance does not accept samanya or universal.
The Buddhists point out that samiinya or universal as defined by the Vais'e~ikas
comes under inference. So it does not come under real entity or satvastu but it
is related with kalpan'ii. The word which is used to refer to some object becomes
the conveyer of the same but it does not indicate reality. The real object is not
revealed by words. The real water can serve our purpose but the word 'water'
cannot do the same work. The reality does not exist in the word, it exists in the
thing itself. The burning property exists in fire but not in the word fire'. The
following usages will show that words cannot reveal the actual object. The use

.

of 'darah' having
plural form meaning only one wife while the term sannagari
.
.

bearing singular suffix means six cities. Language cannot give us true picture
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of reality because it is ambiguous 12• Thus, the Buddhists have established
that like language anyapoha etc. cannot provide us with the true picture of
reality. However, they can give us knowledge of secqnd order reality i.e.
phenomenal reality (Samv_rtisatyatB) and therefore, they are nothing but inference

..

or class perception (samanyalaksana).
The Vai£esika
.
. Philosophers react on the
idea·of anyapoha of the Buddhists in the following way:

In an individual cow there is the difference of non-cow, nevertheless, it

-

'

cannot serve the purpose of anugata_pratiti i.e. similar cognition. Because,
there cannot remain the difference of non-cow, provided that a cow is not
definitely known earlier. If a cow is particularly known earlier, it is known being
endowed with cowness which can alone be an object of similar cognition.
Further, if this opinion is accepted, there would arise the defect of mutual
. -I

dependence (anyonyasraya) on account of the fact that a cow is known in
terms of non-cow and again non-cow is known in terms of a cow. Therefore, the
phenomenon_ of anyiipoha is not acceptable. 13 ·

A thing which exists only for a moment and is not revealed· through

..

.language is -svalaksana and so it is perceptuaL14 The
view of' Sayanamadhava ·
.
is not acceptable and it is shown as under. If the same object is known in terms
of language, that is, if a cow is known in terms of non-cow, it may include in

..

.

samlinyalaksana but not in svalaksana
which is claimed .by Sayanamadhava.
"
.
B~sides;

when a cow is known in terms of non-cow through the method of

· .: : ~pof1a ,.it is impossible to know within

a moment whch again points to the

· : i~'ferential character of the object but not perceptual or svalaksana. The words
.

·etc.

.·

.. ,

. -.

·.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

ate known as samv,rti by virtue of the fact that they cover (but not reveal) ·

the true picture of reality, which has got a second order importance according
to the Buddhists.

The Buddhists do not accept the above view because of the following
grounds : if a cow is not definitely known there cannot remain the difference of
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non-cow. But it cannot be admitted that when a cow is known, it is known
being endowed with cowness. Here the Buddhists are of the opinion .tliat a cow
is known by virtue of its causal efficacy (arthakriya-karitva), not in terms of its
universal. The phrase Anugata Pratyaya is related with a few individuals of the
same kind. These individuals are known in terms of their causal efficacy. Thus,
other objects denoted by the term 'non-cow' are also known through their different
type of causal efficacy. When someone points out that a cow is different from
non-cow, he expresses it with the help of the process of anyapoha. But the
primary knowledge of the 'cow' or 'non-cow' comes from their causal

~icacies

but not through the word 'cow' or 'non-cow'. Therefore, there is no necessity of
accepting siimanya because the purpose
is served by anugata
pratyaya as the
.
.
method of anyapoha. 15

The Buddhists argue that causal efficacy does not exist in cowness etc.
The terms 'cowness' etc. come under samanyalak~af)a. The derivative meaning · .
of the term arthakriyiikaritva is the power or potency through which the necessity
is accomplished. The capacity of accomplishing the activities like burning etc.
is arthakriyiikaritva. It alone (arthakriyakaritva) remains in the unique character
of fire, but not in the universals like fireness etc. Because, the burning property
exists in fire, but not in fireness.

Accordjng to the Naiyayikas, this view is not tenable. The Naiyayikas are
of the opinion that samanyalak~aQa

also . possesses the capacity of

accomplishing some end (arthakriyakaritva). When, it is said, 'cow should not
•be touched;, with ·feet' or 'cow should be· respected' it is not applicable to a
particular cow, but cow in general having the generic property, 'eowness'. They
argue, if

a qualificand being svalaksana
. . becomes
.

..

arthakriyakari, the qualifier

.

also which is. samanyalaksana will become arthakriyakiiri
and so it has absolute
.
.

reality (paramarthasatyata).

'
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This theory is not also justifiable. The Buddhists are very

much

consistent in their position. At first they are reluctant to accept the attribute like
cowness etc. in a cow etc. According to them, if it is said 'cow· should be
respected', it is applicable to a particular cow. If it is admitted, it is nothing but
to accept the same in all individual cases of cow. If there are thousand cows
and every cow is unique in character, then there ·is no necessity of accepting
a universal like cowness in it. The method of . apoha is to be resorted to for

anugatapratyaya. Each and every system of philosophy possesses its
metaphysical pre-supposition. The Btlddha philosophy begins with the idea of
suffering (du!Jkha) and non-eternity (anityata). The Buddhists ontologically
cannot admit anything having permanent character like universal etc. because
they believe in the theory of momentariness. The Naiyayikas do not agree to
the same because of advocating a different set of metaphysical pressupositions.
It is found that both the systems are consistent provided their pressupositions
or philosophical scheme are investigated with a great care.

..

The Buddhists point out that the object of Svalaksana-nature bears
only paramarthasatyata. So samanyalak~ana which is. only imagination

(kalpana) cannot be considered as such and thus here we can logically admit
Samvrtisatyata.
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Refutation of the Buddhist Doctrine of Momentariness:
The 'Buddhist doctrine of momentarir)ess has been refuted by the
Naiyayikas. In Nyaya-kusumamali Udayana has presented two verses. (Verse.
No. 16 and 17) for refuting this docrine. The Buddhist view of momentariness is

..

.

known as Ksanabhangaviida or Ksanikavada.
This view is opposed to that of
.
the Carvakas. Haridasa Bha!1acharya, a Naiyayika states the K?ar:abhangavada
to be the defining feature of the Buddhist point of view. The intention of this
point of view is to generate the sense of detachment among the followers of
Buddha.

The doctrine of momentariness can be said to have originated from the
noble truths of Buddha. Ksanabhangavada
also is at once an ontological
. .
.

doctrine and the Buddhist theory of perception is mentioned in such a way to
exemplify the ontological state of happenings. When we interprete the following

.. .

example - "ghatah ksanika
sattvaf' it will be clear to us. the pot is momentary
..
because it is the nature of it. The above quoted statement is an anumana vakya
(inferential proposition). It can be derived only if there is available such a vyapti
as, yat Sattaik~aQikamand instantiationofthe V~pti-may·be had in the case of.
the cluster. of cloud (meghamiila). So if the given argument is valid, the
predication of the momentariness of things may be taken as established. The
term 'sat'· used by the Buddhist has a different connotation from that of the
Naiyayikas. .
The Naiyayika states that existence has b~en assimilated with jati. That
.

.

)1.

.

is satti-simayayogitvam sattam. So it is clear that the Buddhists cannot admit

·"

this definition of sat as given by the Naiyayikas. According to the Naiyayikas,
siimanya or jati is a kind of nitya padartha which· is opposed by the Buddhists.

On the other hand, the Buddhist view is that the mark of sat is causal efficiency
or arthakriyakaritva. A pot may be said to be sat because one can bring water
in it and the bringing of water is the arthakriyakaritva which marks the pot as
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sat
The Naiyayikas argue that the property of arthakriyakaritva cannot be
'

said to be present in the ghata.
of kartrtva
. The two contrary properties
.
. and
akart.rtva are simultaneously present in the gha!a~. Let us suppose that the
Naiyayikas ·might say that a pot has to be causally efficient in ten different
situations, Now the causal efficiency.of the pot may be manifested all at once or
in succession .. If the case of successive manifestation of causal
.

.

effidt~1cy
A

is

.

true, then the other nine causal efficiency remain unrealized when the pot is

.

.

casually efficient. Thus, the contraries of kartrtva and akartrtva together qualify
a form, that is, if both has and has not the capacity to produce its effects- it has
the capacity in so far as it is now producing (present) effects, and it has not the
capacity in so far as it is not now producing its (past and future) effects. If the pot
has the causal efficiencl.~s all at once, then for the rest of its duration as the pot,
it remains devoid of arthakriyakiiritva and it ceases to be a pot at all.

The Naiyayikas might point to the fact that the Buddhist criterion of

arthakriyakaritva fails to have its own purpose. They do not consider the kart~tva
.. and akartrtva as contrary properties. They .regard them. a~ ~ gisposWe>n w_t:!i_qh __
is manifested at different times according to the necessity and situation. Here
the clue to their argument is that if kart_rtva and akart[tva are contraries, then the
criterion of arthakriyii-kiiritva does not work. But if these two properties are
considered as dispositions, then the momentary nature of the pot need not be

..

supposed.
The Naiyayikas have a doubt regarding sattva in the inference ghatah
.
.
k~anJkah sattvatas a real

vyapti. If it is not a real vyiipti, then it is not an inference.
And iUt is not an· inference, then the question of establishing vyapti does not
arise at all.

The nature of an object is admitted as it is actually observed to be. The
production of new pr<?.totypes, one after another in different moments is inferred
by the observation of a continuous process of growth and decay only in the
case of the objects which are actually observed to have continuous growth and

::-··

:.-_.
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decay, as, for example, in the case of body etc. On the other· hand, such production
of new prototypes is denied in the case of objects where continuous growth
and decay are not observed as, e.g., in the ghata~ Uar) etc. Thus, according to
Udayanacarya, the doctrine of momentariness cannot be accepted unless and
until! it is justified by means of inference. 15·1

. .

The Naiyayika further shows .that ksanabhanga vada cannot be
established by means of perception also. In this connection, Udayana presents
the verse no. 16 (Nyayakusuman}a!J) to show that in perceptual experience, ·

savikalpaka and nirvika/paka are so interrelated that one cannot be had without
the other. According to the Buddhists, perception is only nirvika/paka but

savikalpaka cannot be said to be a perception, it comes under inference. On the
other hand; the Naiyayikas states that perception is of two types nirvikalpaka
and savikalpaka and there cannot be any sav1ka!paka pratyak~a without there
being nirvikalpaka pratyak~a in. other words, both are interrelated~ Thus, if
anything is savikalpaka pratyak~a. it is needless to say, that thing has already
been known by nirvikalpaka pratyak~a. Udayana points out that with the help

.

that 'It is blue', but we
of perceptiion we can know only that 'It is ghatah',
. .

.

cannot know that it is momentary. Ksanikatva cannot be known through
.
_.- .. .. - -perception though it is true that the knowledge of ksanika
is attained by
•
I
.

'

..

.

savikalpaka
pratyaksa. According to the Buddhists, the bare particulars, the
.
point instant is known in nirvikalpaka

.

pratyak~a.

And by imposing

.

samanya/aksana
. to the bare particulars by means of kalpana (i.e inference or
savikalpaka pratyak~) the object is known, so it is unreal. Momentariness
cannot even be determined by determinate perception (savikalpaka pratyak~a)
and to them as savikalpaka and nirvikalpaka are interrelated, so momentariness
cannot be the object of nirvikalpaka p;atyak~a also. Thus Udayanacarya holds

..

that ksanikatva cannot be known by means of perception.

In this way, the Naiyayikas have established the view that the Buddhist
doctrine of momentariness cannot be proved either by means of perception or
by inference.

,•., ._
....
,.
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Again, the fact of re-cognition (pratyabhijna) cannot be explained if the
Buddhist doctrine of momentariness is admitted. For example, the seed
perceived once in some place may be perceived on another occasion in some
other place and may be recognised as 'this is the same seed that was perceived
previously. This type of recognition proves that the seed is a permanent object
and so the inference seeking to prove momentariness would be contradicted
by perception.

The Buddhist may argue that recognition is not really knowing the same
object again but only a complete prototype of it. Because, in the case of the
perception of the flame of a lamp which, thought different in every moment, is
cognised to b-e one and the same. But this is not logical, because there is no
ground to prove a rule that recognition invariably refers to a different but similar
object and never to the same one.

Besides recollection or recognition presupposes a permanent knower
who perceives an object, receives the impression from that object. And he
(knower) recollects or r~cognises the same later on. Here the problem is : if all
... --the objects are momentary, the knower b_ecome$___ditteremt_ in ~_agh_."nP!l:l~-~J-~----------- _
recollection or re-cognition is not possible: But recollection or recognition is
admitted by the Buddhist also.

Agai~, if we admit the doctrine of momentariness, then the

relation

between cause and effect cannot be explained. According t6 the Naiyayika ·
(and the other opponents of the above doctrine), if we analyse the process of
causal relation, we find that an object called a kara'!a becomes the cause of an
effect being present even at the time of the origination of the effect. For example,
a jar (gha{a) cannot be produced if a little quality of cause of the jar, is not
present at the time of production of a gha!a. But, according to the doctrine of
momentariness, this clay1the cause of gha{a (mentioned above) that was present

.

just before the production of the jar{ ghata) becomes destroyed at the time of the

.

.

production of the jar (ghata) and hence the object called karana (said amount
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of clay) cannot be present at the moment of the production of the cause. Here
we know that if the cause is absent at the very moment of the production of the
effect, the effect would not be produced. Therefore, the general rule of the theory
of causality is violated in the doctrine of momentariness. Thus, this view is not
accepted.

The last objection against the doctrine of momentariness is as follows:

..

If ksanabhangavada is admitted then the state of the liberated person
and the unli_berated will remain unexplained because the man who is bound in

.

this world of suffering can attain liberatioh
. (moksa) if he follows the prescribed
method of it. The question of attaining mok~a (liberation) does not arise in the
case of a person Who is not bound (i.e. liberated). Therefore, bondage ( vandhana)

.

and liberation (moksa) will be performed in a same locus or adhikarana (i.e. a
'

person) this is the general principle. Now, if a person before liberation and the
person after liberation remain in the same adhikara~a (locus), then the doctrine

..

of momentariness (ksanabhangav8cia) cannot be admitted. 152

Due to this theory of momentariness, body i.e. every man efc. must be
momentary. Again,-·they accept that causing fnju-rylo someone is a kind of sin
and the doer also must enjoy the result of his deed. But this view cannot be
taken for granted if body is regarded as self._As, from the Buddhist point of view,
body is everchanging, the body of each moment is different from one another.
Now, if self is nothing but the body itself, we have to admit different selves for
differem moments. ·If it be the case, the agent which causes injury becomes

differeA:t~which

enjoys the result of demerit produced for causing injury.

Because, the moment of committing sin is different from the moment of enjoying
the result. Therefore, the body also becomes different at every moment. Thus,;_
there arises the difficulty that actual agent of sin cannot be the enjoyer of his_
deed. Similarly, the agent who does not commit any demerit would become the
enjoyer of such activity. In this way, there arises two types of difficulties in the

.

.

law of karma known as 'Krtahana and akrtabhyagama.

----

-------------
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But as a matter of fact the agent of the above action cannot be completely
changed or he cannot be a new person because the said agent (i.e. the doer of
causing injury to someone) remains the same one for he himself is the soul ·

-

.

which is eternal· in nature. His body may change gradually according to his age.
As he is a man, he possesses the universal (samanya) 'manhood' as pointed
out by the Naiyayika.

Thus, we cannot accept the doctrine of momentariness (ksanikavada)
• •
of the Buddhists due to the reason mentioned above.

-

- - .,.._
Some problems of Samanyalaksana, Jnanalaksana,

Ksana8~ngavada,
Svalaksana-;ada
and their ~r~bable solutions.
•
• A
• •
.
The arguments of the Buddhists cannot be accepted by the Naiyayikas
due to having a different set of presuppositions. The main presuppositions of

.

the Buddhists are the
doctrine of momentariness, theory of ~unyavada, the
.
concept of unique character (svalak~an_a) etc.

Now we shall explain these presuppositions briefly and critically.

According to the doctrine of momentariness, whatever is existent (sat) is

..

momentary (Ksanika). Here 'existent' means 'capable of fulfilling some purpose
.

(arthakriyakaritva) or producing some effect. Or in other words, the mark of sat
is causal efficacy or arthakriyakaritva . That which produces some effect is
existent (sat). For instance, a seed may be said to be sat because it produces a
sprout and producing a sprout is the arthakriyakaritva (of the seed) which marks
the seed as sat.

Nagarjuna wants to show that ultimate reality cannot be described either
in positive and negative terms. It cannot have any characteristic, since it is
inexpressible in our finite language. Not only ultimate reality, but also the
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phenomenal world cannot be described, because none of the categories we
use in describing the world has its own nature or character (sarvam

..

svalaksanam}. If it is proved that everything has its relative existence, then

nothing can have its own nature. If everything is devoid of its own nature and
character, and so it is void, and there is nothing that is not void, then the absolute
reality must be the void. If everything in the world is essentially void, the world
itself is void. What we see then is only an appearance of the void, the Absolute.
Appearance is the empirical truth (samvrtisatya) and the void is the ultimate or
Absolute truth (paramarthika satya).

Nothing can categorically be said about this world and the world after. It

'is devoid of all characterization, all determinations. It is the void (su'!ya).

.

Svalaksana
,. as a point instant, discrete particular characterizes the

ontology of the Buddhist thought and the awareness of that point instant marks
the theory of knowledge. The ontological presupposition of the Buddhist is that

..

..

only the point instant ' svalaksanas are real, and samanyalaksana is the kalpana

..

..

imposed upon svalaksana and so samanyalaksana is not real. Perception gives
.
us the awareness of svalaksana.

The perceptual object (svalak~a'!a) must be devoid of all sorts of
conceptual contents because this conceptual content presents the object as
associated with vague verbal expressions and exists only in the subjective

..

form. Awareness of svalaksana could then be a kind of pure sensation; it is a
bare particular, a piece of cognition, by which the object is revealed only in its
simple and pure nature, bare of all attitudes and associations. Therefore,

..

svalaksana
sensation alone. Svalaksana is an essnece or an entity
. , is a pure
.

which is unique, which is shared by nothing else, which is the thing in itself. It

.

.

exists for a single moment (ksana), it has no extension in space, no duration in
time, it is similar to nothing, it is unique. It is transcendent reality because it
cannot be realised in a definite representation. It is absolute reality, 'thing in
itself' which underlies every efficient empirical reality.
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Therefore, according to the Buddhists, there is no nityadravya (eternal
substances) · because nityadravya is permanent , unchangeable etc. but

.

.

according to the
doctrine of·' momentariness(ksanikavada), nothing
.

is

permanent, all things are every-changing.
The above three presuppositions of the Buddhists (Le. k~aryikavada

.

.

funyavada and svalaksana-vada) are denied by the Naiyayikas because their
presuppositions are different in nature.

The Buddhists

suppose that they are correct so far as their

presuppositions are· concerned. The Naiyayikas have accepted seven categories
in the real world. Other than these there is nothing. They have developed their
philosophical point of view after keeping these' categorical scheme in their mind .
. Under these categories there is no provision of denying the existence of the
eternal substances. So far as my knowledge goes, there is no necessity of
such denial. Buddhists, on the other hand, have to accept the

svalak~a'!a

character of an object due to having a specific type of ontological
presuppositions like the law of momentariness. If something is momentary in
.character it h~s Jq_be tt:1ken as having u~tgue ch~ra__~~ter and having absolute
reality. the non momentary objects are taken as having second order reality
(samv[fisatyata) because they are not real. That which is not ul.timately real is
accepted as having covered reality only for the sake of philosophising and
philosophical discourse. In this way, the Advaitins have developed a sp.ecial
type of logic after keeping their acceptance of monistic reality (i.e. Brahman) in
view. The Samkhians have put forth their philosophical conclusions in such a

.

.

way so that their dualistic reality (i.e. Prakrti and Purusa) is protected. If we
judge each and every system in this way, it will seem to be consistent. As
ontological presuppositions are different in each system, its philosophy, will be
in conformity with main tenets. Hence no system is said to be wrong or
inconsistent. What is correct in the framework of Buddhistic philosoptly is wrong
in Nyaya system. In the same way, the apparent correct position of Nyaya system
may seem to be wrong to the Advatin_s.ln this way, each and every system can
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be justified. lnspite of this some philosiophical problems can be raised from our
common sense level.

It has already been stated that the knowledge of all smokes and_ fires
existing _in different times and spaces through the universals- smokeness. p.nd
fireness. The definition of Samanya as given in Nyaya is as follows: Nityatve
sati anekasamavetatvam (i.e. that which, being eternal, is inhered with all the

individual of the same class is-called sam'Emya). If this be the case, what will be
the status of the Upadhis which are not taken as samanyas as per definition?
The property. existing in single individual like mooness, sunness etc. and the
acquired properties like fatherhood, teacherhood etc can be described as Upadhi
as in the previous case the adjunct 'anekasamavetatva' does not exist and in
the latter the adjunct nityatva does not exist. How can we know the properties

..

of a teacher or a .father existing in future? Through samanyalaksana it is not
possible, because the fatherness or teacherness is not a possible, beca_use the
fatherness or teactierness is not a samanya. In reply, it can be said that the
l

.

-

-

internal qulities of a teacher or father can be known through _Jnanalak~al}a but,
nqt samanyalaksana. As the fragrance of a sandalwood is known through
\I":·-·-~,

____ ,_ .... ·---·

..

---··-·-······~---·-·····-·-

·--

..... ____ - ------··- . --

jnanalaksana; the affection etc existing in a father is krlC)wri-from father. ·
.

Now if we admit the doctrine of momentariness an objectioin may be
raised herein below :

When someone

wants to

know whether an object, e.g. a seed has

arthakriyakaritva . ·( causal efficacy)or not, e.g. whether a seed produces a sprout

-

or not, the knower and the s~ed, the object would be destroyed at the next
moment of his wanting. That is to say, both the knower and the seed, the object
become completely new things. Hence, when we want to verify arthakriyakaritva
or causal efficiency of an object, the object becomes a sat or non-existent at the
moment of verifying its causal efficacy. But according to the doctrine of
momentariness, whatever is arthakriyakari (or causally efficient) is sat (existent)

..

and whatever is sat (existent) is ksanika (momentary). All things which have
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causal efficacy are momentary in nature. But in the above example we find that
whatever is arthakriyakari or causally efficient is asat or non existent. Therefore,
the doctrine of momentariness is not justifiable.

To the Buddhist each and everything of this world is momentary. Hence,
they have admitted the existence of an entity for a moment only which means
the object is essentially unique

(svalak~a']a)

in character. That which is

dependent on kalpana or mental construction is not perceptual knowledge

.

(pratyaksa), for it is .not connected with arthakriyakaritva i.e. causal efficacy.

According to Dharmakirti, the momentary object free from mental ascription and
non-erroneous is called perceptual knowledge. (tatra kalpanapodham abhrantam
pratyaksam). This knowledge is alone real and the non-pemeptual object
•
manifested through descriptions is called unreal as it covers (samv[ft) the true

nature of an object.

Svalak~a'!a

is a direct awareness while knowledge by ascription or

kafpana is mediate. A particular that cannot be described in terms of predicate

.

.

is a sva/aksana which cannot be said to be a content of mind. When some
···-name ete.:are imposed-on-some object it becomes a different. Heoce tile. object. ______ _
which is known through kalpana is not the previously real which remained for
a moment. Though we cannot be said to know the exact nature of that object
through it, we can have an idea of it and hence it has a second order reality.
That which is expressed through language is not real (sat vastu) as they are
nothing but mental construction. To them the object itself can serve our purpose
(arthakriyak"iut) but not the language through which it is expressed. By virtue of

being a mental construction Kalpana cannot reveal the ultimately real nature
of an object and hence it has been considered as an unreal entity.

The above arguments of the Buddhists cannot be accepted due to the
following reasons. First, the object which is known through language etc is not
the earlier real entity existed for a moment. It cannot be denied that through
language some idea of reality can be gathered. Hence, it cannot be described
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as unreal. If it fails to provide the idea of an object, it would not be accepted as
a form of valid cognition (pramarJa). As it is already accepted as a pramarJa it
has to be taken as conveyer of valid cognition and hence the unreality of such
cognition cannot b~ accepted.

.

Secondly, it has already been said that a svalaksana
, entity remaining
for a moment is free from Kalpanii or mental ascription and non-erroneous. As
the Buddhists believe that an entity of perceptual cognition exists for a moment,
it is very difficult to establish that a svalak~a'}a object has got causal efficacy.
To judge causal efficacy of a svalak~al}a object , more than one moment is
essential, which is not permissible in Buddhism. Moreover, the same difficulty

. ..

would stand on the way of considering svalaksana as non_-erroneous.

Thirdly, the term non-erroneous (abhranta) in connection with a
svalak~af]_a

entity is unnecessary. For a svalak~af}a object being a bare

sensation the truth and falsity of it cannot be judged within a moment. To
determine truth and falsity of something the extrinsic validity (paratah priimiinya)
1

•

•

is essential. For this, the momentary character of an object will be lost.

. Due to having the above mentioned problems the Buddhist theory of

..

svalaksana
cannot be accepted. One solution could be given if some yogic
.
power is accepted at the time of perception. The essential. nature of an object
and its causal efficacy can simultaneously be known within a moment as there
arises a light produced through power of absorption (samadh1) to the true nature
of an object. Hence, to protect the Buddhist theory of perception the role of yoga
must be accepted. From this , it has to be accepted that the Buddhist also have
accepted yoga as a means of knowing as in Nyaya. This view of the Buddhist
is evidenced from the acceptance of sam yak samadhi as one of the eight fold
path (asfiirigikamarga).

The Naiyayika•s Response to the . Non-acceptance of Samanyalaksana
..
by the Vedantins and the Mimamsakas.
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The Advaita Vedantins rule out all the arguments of the Naiyayikas in
favour of the samanyalak~BQB pratyak~a. 16 This is shown as follows :
The Nyaya argument in favour of samanya/ak~aQii is given below:

.

.

Samanyalaksana
pratyaksa is needed for perceiving any universal
.
proposition, e.g., "All cases of smoke are cases of fire". This universal proposition
is essential for inference e.g., inferring fire from perceiving smoke. So

..

.

samanya/aksana pratyaksa is essential for inference, such as, inference of fire
from the perception of smoke.

The Advaita Vedantin holds that there is no need of universal proposition
e.g., nAil cases of smoke are cases of fire', for the inference of fire from the
perception of smoke. This argument goes against the Nyaya argument. .It
universal proposition is not essential for this inference or any other inference,

..

.

then there is no need to accept samanya/aksana pratyaksa.
According to the Advaita Vedantin, we need to know the following things
tor interence.;
a) two universals - 'smokeness' and 'fireness;
b) the relation between 'smokeness' and 'fireness'.

The Advaitins point out that when we perceive an instance of smoke and
then we perceive fire, we perceive these two particulars 'smoke' and 'fire' - not
only as particulars, but we also perceive these two particulars 'smoke' and
'fire' which are characterised under two universals- 'smokeness' and 'fireness'
respectively. And we perceive the relation between them. So, afterwards, when .
we perceive 'smoke' possessing the generic attribute 'smokeness', we remember
its relation with the generic attribute 'fireness' and · infer the presence of fire
there.
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The Mimamsakas and the Vedantins do not accept samanya/ak~a'!a as
a form of super-normal perception. For, though there is absence of perception
of all cases of smoke and fire, there is no harm. The invariable concommitarice
of smok~ with fire can be ascertained through the cognition of smoke
characterised by smokeness with fire characterised by fireness. For, the
knowledge of qual.ifier is the cause of the qual.ified cognition (viSf~!ajnana).
Though there is the absence of all the cases of smoke and fire, yer the invariable
,•

concommitance between them can be ascertained due to the knowledge of
coexistence along with the absence of the knowledge of deviation. Hence, there

..

is no necessity of admitting samanyalaksana 17 •

It has been stated in the PrakaraQa-pancika by Salikanatha that the
invariable relation between smoke and fire is ascertained through the observation
of the one (i.e. smoke) and recollection of its invariable relation (niyama~) with
the 1ire. Initially the invariable relation between smoke and fire is ascertained
through their perception and afterwards the absence of Upadhi (limiting adjunct)
is ascertained through the repeated observation of them. Hence, there is no
question of accepting samiinyalak~a'Ya

to establish an invariable relation

between all cases of smoke and fire. 18

As each and every action is accomplished easily without accepting

..

samanyalaksana ' there is no necessity of accepting the same due to absence
'

of relevant proof and logical cumbrousness. There is no necessity of knowing
all cases of smoke and fire in terms of smokeness and fireness. For, if invariable
relation is ascertained) in terms pf smokenss in known or familiar cases of
smoke, there is no scope of doubt of deviation (vyabhicara~amka) concerning
smoke as there is empediment of doubt of deviation due to the special
observation of Vyapti existing in smoke characterised by smokeness. 19

The above-mentioned view is not tenable. For, if the knowledge of Vyapti

regarding all individual manifestations of smoke and fire as a whole is not
attained, there would arise the doubt of deviation (vyabhicaraJainka) leading to
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the impossibility of inferential cognition (anumitl). Anumana or inference has to
be accepted as a means of valid cognition as this means is frequently used by

..

people in this world. For this the supernormal contact called samanyalaksanathrough- which all individual manifestation of Vyapya and Vyapaka are said to
be present has to be accepted. With the help of this contact all individuals of
a particular class

are known and

due to this the knwledge of Vyapti is

attained .20

It may be argued that if such supernomal connection is accepted there
would arise contingency of being omniscient for all beings as they would be
able to know all individuals at a tim·e through this siimanyalak~a'!a. 21

In response to the above, the Naiyayikas might argue in the following
manner. How do the Purvapaksins (Vedantins) know about the fact of our
•
omniscience. For, omniscience is a phenomenon which the Vedantins are not
capable to understand. Because, one who knows the fact of omniscience of
others should be omniscient. If one is not omniscient how does one understand
~

others omniscient character? If one is omniscient, on the other hand, how is

..

this fact of omniscience known due to the non-acceptance of samiinyalaksana. 22
.

The Naiyayikas argue that the question of being omniscient does not
arise here. If all the objects of this world are known in terms of prameyatva
(knowability), there is the chance of being omniscient. But if the objects are. ·

.

.

known in terms of jarness (ghatatva), clothness (patatva) etc., all objects are
not known due to the absence of them and hence there is no question of being
omniscient. 23

..

The Advaitins do not accept samanyalaksana or Jati as a category of
.

..

real and hence they do not accept siiinanyalaksana as a super-normal means

.

of knowing. Dharmaraj Adhvarindra in his Vedantaparibhasahas said that jatitva ·
(universalness) and Upadhitva (limiting adjunctness) cannot be taken as reals . ,
as this existence cannot be proved by any pramarJa. These two are nothing but
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.

sounds having no corresponding
objects, as pramanas fail to ascertain there. 24
.
From the above discussion, it may be concluded that the jatl1va and upadhitva
cannot provable entities and hence they are aprama~ika (not capable of being
proved) i.e. unreal.

It may be argued that the jatitva and Upadhitva which have been
accepted as no provable (apramaf!ika) is not correct. Because their existence
can be proved with the help of determinate perception (savika/paka pratyak~a).
In determinate perception the qualificand

(vi~esya), qualififfv:(vi~esana)
'

•

f./

•

•

and

their relation become the content of knowledge. In the determinate knowledge

in the form. 'This is a jar' (again ghatah) the qualifica~ is 'jar', qualifier is jarness

.

..

~

(ghatatva) and their relation .. In this case the determinate
knowledge grasps
gl]atatva as a qualifier. In the same way, the determinate knowledge like. 'This

•

is mediate' 'This is immediate' can grasp the universals like mediateness

(parok?atva) and immediateness (aparok~atva) as its qualifier. Therefore, the
determinate perception alone can prove gha!atva etc as universals. This view
is also not correct. For, a determinate knowledge can reveal the qualifier and
qualificand, but it cannot prove this qualifier as a jati. The entity which is. not a

jati may become qualifier and quatificand. With the help of the knowledge of
common attributes between two or more-than two objects (anugatapratftJ), the
commpn properties in the qualificand can be established, but from this it does
not prove that the common properties are jati.
'

Again the opponents have come forward to argue that perception may
not be a proof for the existence of universal Uat1), but inference (anumana) may
accomplish the same. First, through the perception of similar properties among
different objects the perception of similarity is possible. After this the

infere~ce

in the form. • The properties like fingurness etc. are u·niversals Uati), as there are

.

general properties excepting Upiidhis (an wulitvadikam jatih upadhibhinnatve
~

sati samanyadharmatvat) can be drawn.lnspite of this, the common properties
like fingurness etc. cannot be proved jati.ln this inference the minor term (Pak~a)
is 'the properties like fingurness etc' (angulatvadidharma), middle term (hetu) is
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'being the property of common attribute' (samanyadharmatva) which is free
from upadhi (upadhibhinnatva), the probandum (Sadhya) is jatitva (
universalhood). According to the Nyaya, the universal is co-existent with eternity
(nityatva) and residing in many through the relation and samavaya.

But according to the Vedantins, no object accepting the Brahman is
eternal and hence there is no inference (anumana). To them, probandum is not
familiar in any locus. An individual who knows probandum as existing may infer
aboutthe existence of Sadhya in a different place. In fact, the Vedantins do not
. know Siidhya as existing. Hence, it is not possible for him to draw inference.
Moreover, if Sadhya is absurd, ascertainment of Vyaptibetween a Hetuand a
Sidhya is not possible and hence, the hetu given in the previous inference is a

pseudo-one and hence there is the fallacy called Vyapyatviisiddha. 25

The previous inferential argument is fallacious in another way which is
indicated by the term •samaviiyasiddhya' in the Vedantaparibhasa.
. The previous
.

syllogism :is defective as there is no mark of samavaya and there is no prooffor
the existence of it. As the Advaitins do not admit inherence (samavaya), the
properties like jarness etc. does not exist in many objects through the relation
of inherence (anekasamavetatva). To the Advaitins all objects excepting
Brahman is transitory and hence the properties like jarness etc. are transitory,

but not eternal. In jarness etc there is no ·eternality and existence through
inherence in many objects of the same class. In this case of syllogistic argument
there is the absence of Sadhya in the minor term i.e. jarness etc. and hence
there as the fallacy called VBdhita, the definition of which runs as follows.
-

··-,

When
the absence of Saahya in a Pak~a is ascertained· through other PramaQa. it is
called VBdhita. Due to these reasons the Advaitins do not accept universal as a
category of real which ultimately suggests that the supernormal connection

..

through universal (samanyalaksana) is not possible. 26
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The above-mentioned view may be refuted by the Naiyayikas in the
following way. To an Advaitin only one entity i.e. Brahman is real, but others are
false. Hence, to them, all objects other than the Brahman are false. As the
properties like jarness etc. fall under the category of unreal, they are false. But
the Naiyayikas have accepted seven categories constituting the real world.
Hence, the properties like jarness etc. are real as they are under the category
of samanya. To them, the property existing in many individuals and eternal is
called samanya (Nityatve sati anekasamavetam samanyam) As they accept
inherence (samanya) as an eternal relation (ayutasiddha), there is no problem
of accepting the properties as samanya. But the Advaitins cannot accept this
due to having different set of presupposition. In order to prove th~t the Brahman
alone is real and eternal it is not possible for the Advaitins to admit another
eternal substance and hence they do not accept samanya as well as samavaya.
All these arguments will fall flat upon others who hold a realist_ic view like
Naiyayikas etc. The Naiyayikas have accepted a separate category called
samanya through which we have the cognition of similar objects (anugatapratttl).

To them, samanya like garness etc, though its locus i.e. a jar is destroyed,
M

remain in tact they are eternal in character. Through the supernormal connection
(1..

•

of samanya all other members containing this can be apprehended immediately.

..

Hence, samanya/aksana is an inevitable means of knowing.

Thus, it can be

concluded

that without the admission of

samanyalaksana, the ascertainment of vyapti(which is the ground of inference)
• •

between the two concerned groups of individuals is not possible. So the theory

. ..

of samanyalaksana must be admitted ..
./\-

.

.

JNANALAKSANA
PRATYAKSA
.
Refutation of the Charges Against the Supernormality of the
~

J. Jianalaksanii and the
~-

Siimanalaksana.
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According to Nikunj~ Behari Banerjee, botti samanyalak~a!]a and

..

.

.

j'nanalaksana pratyaksa are related
to s.ra;vikalpaka pratyaksa (determinate
.
perception) and these are connected with sense organ and object,that is, sense
object contact is necessary in both the cases. Therefore, these should not be

.

called as .alaukika pratyaksa

.

.

or supernormal perception but as Jaukika

pratyaksa or normal perception. He says,

u •••••

.

.

jnanalaksana pratyaksa like
~

samanyalak~a'!a pratyak~a is organically related to some savikalpaka pratyak~a

or other and as such is

/aukika (normal) instead of being alaukika

(supemormalj~ 27
Here raises a question : Is there a justification of Dr. Banerjee's view ?
Our answer is in the negative because of the following grounds :

(i) There is no supporting Nyaya evidence which contains the instances

of alaukika pratyak~a those are devoid of the stages of savikalpaka

and

nirvika/paka pratyak~a. Here what the Nyaya states is that the contact
(sannikarsa) between the sense-organ (ind.riya) and the object is alaukika

•
(supernormal), not laukika or normal. Therefore, Dr. Banerjee's view is not

justifiable.

(ii) Dr. Banerjee holds that, if a type of pratyak~a is related to determinate
perception it must be a laukika one but not alaukika. To be alaukika, in the case
of perception, does not mean that it (perception) has no determinate stage of
percepti,on. We suppose, according to Dr. Banerjee, .that if a mode of perception
is related to determinate perception as one of its stages, it cannot be alaukika

pratyaksa (supernormal perception) which is regarded by him as the

•
.presupposition of his argument.

(iii) When all individual cases of fire and smoke are known through the
universals like fireness and smokeness, the fireness or smokeness serves as a
.

.

contact for knowing all fires and smokes .. Between fireness and smokeness
·n.

and all idl.viduals of smoke and fire cannot be regarded as an ordinary one as

we find " in the case of jar etc. and hence it is called alaukika. In the case of
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J':

..

jnanalaksana also the co, ·ntact between eye and sandalwood is an ordinary

one, .but not between eye and fragrance as it is beyond the power of eye to
discover 'fragrance'. Hence, the contact between eye and fragrance gathered
through sandalwood is an extraordinary one.

The Response to the Vedantin's Objection against the
Anyathakhyativada.

The Naiyayikas
J'

..

e>eplain illusion with the help of the theory of

.

jnanalaksana pratyaksa (Acquired Perception). The illusory silver is perceived

because it is presented through our previous knowledge of silver as seen at

..

some other time and place. But the Vedantins object to the Nyaya theory of
~

.

.

~

..

-

jnanalaksana. They argue that to recognise jnanalaksana as a type of genuine
perception is to reduce ordinary inference to perception. If the fragrance of
sandalwood be perceived because we have a previous knowledge of it as
connected with sandalwood, then in the inference of fire from smoke, the fire
may be said to be perceived since we have also a previous knowledge of it as
related to smoke~ There is nothing to distinguish between the two cases. In the
one we have a p~rception of sandalwood and previous knowledge of its relation
to fragrance. In the other, we have a perception of smoke and a similar
knowledge of its relation to fire. Hence, if the fragrance be in supernormal contact
with sense and so perceived, there may be such a supernormal perception of
fire and, for the matter of fact, of all objects of inference.

So the Vedantins hold

that our knowledge of the fragrance of sandalwood , seen at distance, is due to
inference and not any supernormal perception like the Naiyayika's

.,..

-

..

jnanalaksana. 28

The objectiion raised by the Vedantins, is not tenable for the following
reasons:

According to the Naiyayika, the theory of illusion, viz. the theory of
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Anyathakhyati cannot be explained if the supernormal perception called
./'

.

.

..

jnanalaksana pratyaksa is not accepted . But the Advaita Vedantins hold a
different theory of illusion, known as Anirvacaniya Khyativida. According to
them, the nature of the object of illusory knowledge is indescribable, it is neither
real nor unreal, nor both real and unral. As in the case of snake-rope illusion,
where one mistakenly perceives a snake in a piece of rope, ,_
, the snake cannot be taken as either real or unreal, it is something
the nature of which is indesirabable. The false appearance of a piece of rope
as a snake is due to ignorance (avidya). Similarly, Brahman, the non-dual
absolute pure consciousness appears as the world of multiplicity dueto Maya,
the cosmic principle of illusion, which is also indescribable by nature.
,/"

.

.

Thus, if the Vedantins accept the Nyaya theory of jnanalaksana
. pratyaksa
then their theory of Anirvacaniyakhy~i' will not be established, for the theory of

jnanalaksana pratyaksa is consistant with the theory of anyathakhyati which
o

n

o

goes against the Anirvacaniyakhyativada. In other word$1 if jnanalak~af!a

.

pratyaksa . is not accepted, the theory of Anyathakhyati cannot be explained
due to the reasons already mentioned in the chapter Ill.

When someone attains the knowledge of fragrance from sandalwood,
knowledge of cold from ice, the knowledge of heat from fire, these are not at all
inferential. Because, the fact of being fragrant or being cold or hot is incorporated
in the very connotation of the terms 'sandal' 'ice' or 'cold'. In these cases. we do
not get any new information. As soon as we remember the words ice, fire etc., it ·
gives rise to the knowledge of fragrance, cold, heat etc. If an attempt is made to
infer the coldness of ice or heat of fire, it will lead us. to the fallacy called

siddhasadhana (i.e., establishment of the fact which is already established).

In this case one suggestioin may be borne in mind that if one has a
strong desire to infer (si~adhayi~a), one is allowed to do so even though there is

siddhi. But it is a case of inference which is deliberately done. In the same way,
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if someone desires to infer coldness from ice etc., he is allowed to do so out of
sisadhayisa but not necessity.
....r~

.

..

. Jnanalaksana Pratyaksa and lcchajanya Anumana {Intentional
Inference)

If the view of the Naiyayikas and Vai~esikas

.

~re reviewed carefully, the

following problems may be raised.

First, in the case of Surabhi Candanam (i.e. sandalwood is fragrant) the
knowledge of fragrance is not a new information to the knower. He can get the
idea of fragrance after. knowing the sandalwood. In other words, the property
· of being fragrant is included in the idea of a sandal wood. There is not a case of
sandalwood which is not fragrant. Hence, the idea of fragrance constitutes the
connotation of the term.

Considering this aspect the Advaitins might argue that the Naiyayikas
believe in the theory of Pramiir]asamplava i.e. an object might be proved as

.

existing with the help of more than one pramana
unlike Pramanavyavastha
'
-- .. .
.

..,

.

according to which the existence of an object is proved with the help of single
Pramaf}a. According to the theory of Pramana Samplava the fire which is

perceived may also be known through inference. An object is not necessarily
be having a dubious character for applying inference. A syllosistic argument
may also be applied if the object is not ascertained totally but in dubious
.

.

. J"_

..

·-

character29. In case of jnanalaksana the application of inference is not totally
prohibited by this theory of PramafJasan7p!ava. T-hough fragrance is known after
analysing

the concept of sandalwood yet it may be treated as a result of

inferential cognition if the inferer thinks so. In Nyaya some freedom is given to
the desire of the speaker (vivak~a). If this point of the Naiyayikas is taken for
accepted, there is the scope of applying inference in the case of the knowledge
of fragrance.

.

..
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Though intentional inference {icchajanya anumana) of an agent is not
totally out of place here, the role of perception cannot be ignored. If something
is known through perception, inference, by virtue of its intentional character
becomes secondary. It is true that the Navya Naiyayaikas have given much
importance on vivak~a ie. will to say. Let us put forth some cases where we
find a knowledge produced through the

instrumentality of desire

(icchajanyajX'ana). One is allowed to say - Sth8lipacati ( he cooks with clay pot) with the nominative case-ending to the pot instead of the correct expression
sthalya pacati with the instrumental case-ending with the word - sthali if one
'

so desires. :

Apart from these there are a few cases where we find knowledge attained

.

through the instrumentality of desire (icchaJanya) as in the case of Paksata. If
someone bears a strong desire to infer (sisadhayisa),
.
. he can infer in spite of
having siddhi (si~adhayisasattve'numitirbhavatyeva). That a cloth is completely
different from a jar is completely known from perception and hence there is not
at all any necessity to infer a cloth as distinct from a jar. lnspite of this one is
found to infer- 'It (i.e. a cloth) is endowed with the mutual absence of a jar, as it
has got clothness' (gha!anyanyabhavavan patatvat). All these cases are
supportable as an individual desires to do so and hence the role of icchajanyatva
in the attainment of knowledge cannot be denied.

Though the inferential knowledge caused by some desire is not totally
neglected, it should clearlybe~

0

~1n mind that icchajanyaanumana

dependent

on an individual's will is not a compulsory phenomenon. It is normally done
when the truth is already known through some other means like perception etc.
There are many cases where we can apply inference 'alone' due to their
impossibility of knowing through perception etc.

When the phenomenon of being fragrant is known from the sandalwood,
it is mainly perceptual due to the non-separability of the acquired two pieces of
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knowledge - saurabhatva and candanatva. As soon as the sandalwood is
known, it is known as fragrant simultaneously without giving scope for inference.
In spite of this if an individual has a strong desire of infering (si~adhayi~a) the
fragrance ofthe sandal wood, it is permissible, though not absolutely essential..

..

Establishment of the Perceptuality of Jnanalaksana
as Denied by the·
.
Advaitins.
.r.

..

The Advaitins have interpreted jnanalaksana as a form of inference, but
not supernormal perception as accepted by the Naiyayikas. On this one comment
can be made, when we come to know of the fragrance of a sandal wood, it is a
case of inference. In the same way, it can be said that .taste of a fruit is inf~rred
on the strength of a particular colour (Rupat rasanumanam) which is described

...

as Samanyatodrsta
inference. But a time comes when we know of the fragrance
.
or taste of a fruit as soon as we know of the sandalwood and a fruit possessing
a particular colour. Though these are taken as cases of inference initially, they
.

.J'-

-

-

,_ .

can be known through jnanalak~a~a in the habituated state (abhyasadasa). It
is true that when we inter rasa from a particular iiipa, whencoldness ·is inferred·
from the ice, these are no more the result of inference afterwards, but the result

_,.._

-

..

of jnanalaksana. When we are habituated in our everyday
. life, ssmething

+s

known- fFeA:l something. is known from something'spontaneousty"without taking
recourse to the form of inference. When water is seen it gives rise to the
knowledge of its capability of quenching thirst spontaneously as we are
habituated in getting water when felt thirsty. Though initially there was inferentialprocedure, yet afterwards they are known on the basis of habit. Hence, it is

..

taken as a case of jnanalaksana in which we do not take care of the intricasies
.

of inferential procedure.

The Vedantins do not admit the supernormal connection called
.r...

..

-

.

jnanalaksana. In the case of illusory cognition of silver in shell there is, they
.

opine, the perception of silver as they admit the existence of the indescribable
silver in this case. In the case of knowledge 'sandal wood is fragrant' we admit
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the apperception in the form- •1 recollect fragrance' (Saurabham smarami) and
h~nc~ it cannot be the cause of perception. So for the sake of the law of parsimony.

·{laghava) it is better to take defects as the cause of the origination of th.e
'knowledge of the indescribable silver. Hence, the silverness etc. has to be
accepted as the effect of the defect. So,· there is no proof of the super normal

-

.,..

..

·contact. called jnanalaksana .30
The above-mentioned view is not tenable. For to the older Naiyayikas

.

the knowledge of the silver is attained through the supernormal contact called

..

.

)hanalaksaha. ·If there is no jnanalaksana
. , the knowledge in the form - 'sandal
.

wood is fragrant• would be attained with the help of the knowledge of a piece
of sandalwood attained through eye. As there is no normal contact with the
fragrance or the property of being fragrant, the knowledge of sandalwood has
to be taken as a contact. 31
~

·.

-

..

A. sectioh
of. philosopher
does not accept jnanalaksana as a perception.
.
.
.
.
To them the fragrance of a sandal wood is always inferential. In the same way,
when it is ~aid •1ce looks cold,' •Fire looks hot~ it is merely a case of inference,.
We have added various arguments in denying the inferentiality of such cases
earlier. Apart from those arguments we can add a new one. To Nyaya such
cases are not inferential due to having vadhita hetvabhasa. If it be taken as
.

.

inferential, it becomes fallacious. Andfallacious inference is not real inference.
According to Nyaya, when the absence of a sadhya is known through some
other pramana, it is called vadhita (yasya sadhyabhaval) pram8Q8ntarena

.

nisc11ah sa vadhitah).
of fire
-· In these cases the coolness of ice. and hotness
.
· are already proved by perception which is accepted as a pram8Qa. If they are
taken as inference, they would involve fallacy called vaahita. In order to avoid
this it is better to accept jnanalaksana as a form of perception.
• •
Therefore , in conclusion we can point out that the theory of illusion. that
is, the theory of anyathakhyati cannot be explained if the supernormal percepti?n

.
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..

.

called jhanalaksana pratyaksa is not accepted. Hence, the

.

pratyaksa should be admitted.
'

.

.

Itanalaksana

VOGAJA PRATVAKSA
Some Problems on the Justifiability of Yogaja

Pratyak~a

and

Pratibha.

A problem could be raised on the justifiability of the transcendental
perception , (yogaja

pratyak~a)

rather one could describe it as a metaphysical

experience but not epistemological in the true sense of the term. Though it is a
kind of direct knowledge, yet we may consider whether it is really a case of
perception or not. One could know some object existing in remote future or in
remote place transcendentally. It is very difficult to verify the truth, hence the
question of transcendental knowledge is not beyond question. As such
knowledge is purely personal,

se~ret

and non-communicable, one may

challenge the truth of the same. If this be the case, the perceptuality of such
knowledge is very difficult to establish as the principle of verifiability fails here.
If somehow it is taken as perception by virtue of being a direct awareness, by
which definition it can be taken as perceptual? The standard definition which
is given in Nyaya is as follows :

The knowledge which arises out of the contact of the sense-organ with
an object is called perception

(indriyarthasannikar~otpannam f;{~nain

pratyaksam). For being a perceptual knowledge tbere should be a contact
•
between a sense-organ and an object. In ·this particular case mind acts as a
sense-organ and an object. In this particular case mind acts as a sense-organ .
and object existing in remote time and place is taken as artha. The question
· remains unsolved regarding the contact between them. As such contact is not
easily conceivable the question of its validity may crop up. If this contact is
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a:

beyond the range of our intelligence or direct awareness_,·Jtf may not be acepted
as perception. It is quite rational to describe it something belonging to
metaphysical world.

In reply to such criticism one point could be forwarded in favour of the
perceptuality of transcendental knowledge. In broader sense perception should
be taken as a direct awareness (saksat patlt1). This directness (saksat~va) may

__

.

· be defined as something not arising from the instrumentality of other knowledge
........
.
.
UnanakaraQakam jnanam). If this broader definition of perception is taken into
.

~

account, the transcendental knowledge should be put under this due to having

.

. the form of direct or immediate apprehension (aparoksanubhut1).
Though this
.
feallng is non-communicable, secret and personal, yet it cannot be denied as
a_n experience. It is not also correct to say that the impersonal and communicable
knowledge is always perceptual. We can know many things intuitively in our

daily life but these are not always communicable. From this it is not proved that'
our experience is not true or direct. Hence, the reality of transcendental
perception occupies a place in Indian epistemology.

It may be argued that yogic experience is beyond the reach of ordinary
human being.· Now the question is : How is it accepted by the Naiyayikas as a
form of supernormal perception ?

In reply, it can be ~aid that there are many things in the world, which are·
not capable of being known by ordinary sense.;organ. ·

The inadequacy of the intellectual power points to the existence of the .
world which is beyond the reach of sense-organs. There is some faculty in a
man that is capable of revealing that world. This faculty is known as Pratibha
(intuition)32 This point will find justification in the fact that there are many things
like God, self etc. which- cannot be known through sense-organs but the
existence of them is already accepted in Indian Tradition. Pratibha is a flash of
light which reveals the objects. The light is. the wisdom characterised by
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immediacy and f~Eshness'. 33 Besides, it has been described as' supersensous
~~:1-t.a::Ra.M..~

a.nd SJ*Ifaf'atis~"-apperception'. 34 As this sup.rasensous knowledge has no
spatio-temporal limit, it is considered as transcendental having capacity of
· revealing past, persent and future by a single flash. '35

The English rendering of the term 'Rsl is seer which means one wh6
sees past, present and future through one's transcendental vision. He can know
the truth manifested in all objects. That is to say, 'Rsl is described as Kabiin the
Upanisad, which means krantadars1 or omniscient i.e. knower of all objects
existing in the past, present and future.

There is a sharp distinction between poetic intuition or pratibha operating
in the case of attaining a property generated through yoga (yogaja dharma) and
normal intuition or that operating in ordinary behaviour . It is known from the fact
that the former is mysterious while the latter is not. Had Pratibhabeen same in
both cases there would have no difference between them. Hence, the difference
at least in the degree of Pratibha is to be admitted. In the case of the former the
degree of Pratibhais stronger than the latter.

It has been said that Pratibha is one in its essence, but differing in kind
actording as {i) it is developed by a steady and continuous effort or {ii) produced
automatically by virtue of Ad[~~a (unseen factors). Dr. Gopinath Kaviraj does
not want to give much importance on this type of Pratibha because in the case
of aesthetic it can give temporary spiritual pleasure to one individual. That is
why, his stress is laid on that Pratibha which can give rise to a permanent
vision

~hd

which can make a man yogin. According to Dr. Gopinath Kaviraj,

telepathy etc. (Extra-Sensory Perception) are ·included under the second
category of intuition while the supreme wisdom of the saints belongs to the first
'

.

·one. 36 Therefore, yogic perception { Yogaja Pratyaksa) will belong to the first
category of intuition. Hence, telepathic knowledge is not produced from yoga
{i.e. yogaja). And poetic intution also will not be regarded as normal intuition.

..:•,_

.

~

.'

.-·

.
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A qllestion may be raised below :
A yogin possesses a property generated through yoga (yogaja dharma)
in his ownself but this property does not exist in other objects. If this property is
not related to other objects, how will it be a contact generated through yoga ·
(yogaja sannikar~a)? In reply, it is stated that the .relation through which the

yogic property (yogaja dharma) becomes the contactfor the perception of all
objects is called that of sva/raya-samiinakalikatva. Here the word 'sva' means
.

-1

yogaja dharma (property generated through yoga), the locus (asraya) of that

property is the self of the yogin and the contemporaryor samanakalika of his
self is all objects of the world. As the yogic power acts as the sense contact
with all

object~ through the relation

of sva£rayasamana kalikatva,

s~ yogaja

pratyak~a of all objects is possible by a yogin. 37

Here in the phrase 'all objects of the world', 'all objects' are supposed to
mean the objects which exist at the time of his perceiving (i.e. from his yogic
perfection tQ his death). In this case, it may not be clear to an opponent, how
will a yogin perceive the past and future objects? For in case of past and
future objects, there is no relation of svas'rayasamanakalikatva which acts as
the contact. This relation is applicable only to the contemporary objects of the ·
concerned yogin. Hence, this relation cannot give a satisfactory answer to the
above question.

In response to the above question we can say that time is the cause of
the notion of priority and posteriority. Time is one. Nevertheless, it gives rise to
the application of terms such as a moment (a day, a month etc.) owing to its
different limiting adjuncts (past, present or future) 38 • It is the cause of things that
are produced and is considered to be the substratum of the universe. So, when
a yogin perceives things of this universe he can perceive things not only of his
contemporary period but also of the past, present and future because time is
one and the substratum of the universe. Thus, the Naiyayika proves that all
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things of all times are perceived by a perfect yogin through th·e relation of

sva/raya samana Kalikatva. 38·1

The Naiyayika's Response to the Objections Forwarded by the
Mimamsakas for not Accepting a Yogic Perception.

In response to the objections forwarded by the Mimarhsakas for not
accepting a yogic perception the Naiyayikas meet the objectioins one by one. 38 ·2

The response to the first objection that senses have limitations is already
given by the Naiyayikas vide page no. 80.

The second objection of the Mimamsakas is that it cannot be explained
that a yogin can see anything and everything by his eyes though the power of
· . the senses can be increased by practice. In fact, ears cannot reveal colour and
the eyes cannot reveal sound. The answer of this objection also is already
.given vide page no. 80 and 81.

The third objection is as follows; By practice one can jump over a wall
but how can one jump over the Himalayas or an ocean? With regard to this
objection, the Naiyayikas point out that if the opponents find our above answers
regarding the operation of external senses as unsatisfactory to common sense,
we would opine that the yogins ~would see anything and everything by mind,
which is the internal sense. This is possible by the practice of meditation. There
is nothing which cannot be the object of mind.

The fourth objection is that Dharma which is known from the vedic text
only can never be the object of perception. In reply to this objection it is said that

dharma, though atindriya, can be the object of mental perception, let it not be
the object of eyes but there is no hindrance, with respect to its being the object
of mind, since there is nothing which cannot be the object of mind. 39
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It is fact that by practice, one can jump over a wall but not a mountain or
ocean since it is a property of the body and body consists of Kaptia, fat etc. 40 By
practice a person brings a balance of these properties and makes his body
comparatively lighter and so he can achieve the power of jumping ovei a certain
height. But in each case, there is a limitation due to the properties of the body:
But there is no such impediment with regard to a cognition caused by mind,
because it is already stated that a yogin can acquire such a capacity of mind
through the constant practice of dhyana, dhara~a etc.

.

The mind of an average man is affected by the dirt namely raga, dvesa
etc. and hence it cannot overcome a certain range or limit, and so we are not
yogins.~ 1

-

-

.

../"

-

Raga, dve9a etc. are the products of ignorance (mithya jnana). A

cognition in which 'a' is cognised as 'b' and not as 'a' is called ignorance. By
constant and rigorous practice of yoga the yogins can attain a stage in which ·

-

.

·;c:

they cognise 'a' as 'a' and not as 'b'. When they are in this stage there ~nothing
which they cannot perceive. 42

.

/1.

Both the Naiyayikas and the Mimamsakas take the Vedic knowledge or
text as authoritative and there is clear expression of a yogic realisation in the
vedic literature. Then the question arises : why the Mimarhsakas do not want to
accept any yogic perception?

According to Jaimini, perhaps dharma is atindriya and is cognised by
vedic injunction only. It can never be the object of perception and c:t11 the other ·
sources of valid knowledge except vedic . injunctions are inactive or nonfunctioning in case of dharma. Now if this stand of Jaimini is to be accepted
· then there is no other alternative to the Mimarhsakas than to deny the reality of
yogic perception. If they admit the reality of yogic perception then· dharma
becomes directly the object of perception, which will contradict Jaimini's
statement. This goes against the thesis of the Mimamsakas and hence they do
not accept yogic perception.
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Now if a deduction is a logical one, then it does not matter much whether
same deduction contradicts someone•s statement or not. The Naiyayikas argue
in this way. Therefore, even though the acceptance of a yogic perception goes
against Jaimini, one has to accept it because it is established by expressions
of such experiences of sages or yogins.

If the Mimamsakas argue that it is accepted that yogins

can realise

anything and everything simultaneously, then they become the knower of all
V'

.

things (sarvajna). So how will they show the difference between yogins and .
J

.

Naiyayikas• lsvara who is also omniscient? 43
-

I

In reply the Naiyayika says that the very definition of lsvara or God would
distinguish a yogin from God. According to Nyaya, the definition of God is as
follows : God is the substratum of permanent or eternal cognition. On the other
hand, a yogin is the substratum of an acquired or produced cognition. 44

But Jayanta Bhatta points out for the sake of argument that the Naiyayika
does not know whether the Mimamsaka cannot· perceive dharma. Both of them
do not know that others cannot perceive dharma. Even then, if the Mimamsaka
avers that he knows that there is no perceiver of dharma, then he, himself is a

yogin because he perceives everyone's perception, that Naiyayikas do not
perceive dharma. 45

Therefore, it can be concluded that there is no argument which can refute
the thesis of the Naiyayikas regarding the acceptance of the reality of yogic
perception. 46

It has already been discussed that the Mimamsakas has a strong objection
against the reality of yogic perception. To them if yogic perception apprehends
exactly the same thing in the past, the cognition generated by intense meditation
is nothing but memory which is nothing but invalid. If it apprehends more than
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that which was perceived in the past, it is illusory because what is apprehend
has no existence.

In response to the above mentioned objection, it can be said that we can '
perceive the past through yogic perception, but it is not only a recollective
knowledge. It may be said that memory is nothing but generated by impression
of a particular entity alone

47

·The impression of an object existing in the past

can give rise to memory of the object if it (i.e. impression) is generated through
experience. That which is not at all experienced cannot be the object of memory.
In the case of yogic perception not only the previously experience objects comes
to our awareness but the objects not experienced earlier are also apprehended
by us. The historical facts in which our normal sense-organs cannot reveal may
be revealed to us by our super-normal means of knowing i.e. transcendental
perception. Should we call it mere memory? Obviously not. For, many incidents
occurred in the remote past in our life or in the life of somebody else may come
to our awareness through the flash attained during meditation. The value of
such experience cannot be ignored merely by saying that it comes under memory
and hence invalid. It is not also fair to say that if something more than memory
is apprehended during meditatioin is nothing but invalid. There are many saints
(even in this modern age) who have experienced many past and future events
through yoga. It is not also correct to say that sense-organs have limitation.
For, the sense-organs which we possess can reveal only those objects that are
in proximity with them. This is true in the case of external perception which is
normal one. But behind each and every sense organ there is a power which is
described

by Sri Aurobin~o and Rabindranath as ~tacit and

surplus

respectively. This power cannot be shown, but have to be experienced. The
.

.

I

I

•

.

Upanisadic seers have referred to this power as 'S··rotrasya s·.rotram mana so

mano yad'( ear of the ear and mind of the mind). The first •S.rotra' (ear) refers to
our normal ear while another '5:.'rotra 'stands for that power which can take us to
the supernormal world which is beyond the reach of our ordinary sense organs.
If the 'surplus' or 'power' existing in each and every sense organ is generated
through meditation, one can have an infallible experience of something existing
in the remote past and remote future.

f
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An ordinary sense organ like eye ·can reveal colour existing in past and
future, but not sounds. In the same way ear can reveal those existing in past
and future, but not colour. In this way, the 'surplus' power existing in a sense
organ can reveal the. objects existing in past and future having the particular
quality.

Extra-Sensory Perception :

The Philosophers and Psychologists of the Psychological Research
Society of England and that of the Duke University, U.S.A. hold that Yogaja
Pratyak~a has been developed into Extra-Sensory Perception. Now the question

is : whether it may be called development or downfall? A Yukta yogin can
perceive all things at all times and a Yun]ana yogin also can perceive all objects
with the help of concentration. But in case of Extra-Sensory Perception a man
possesses a particular property which is not a property generated through

yoga(yogaja dharma), e.g., in case of telepathy, a gifted person has a power to
knowother's thought and desires but he may not possess other power like that
of a seer.

On the other hand, a yogin can perceive all things of all times and
places- past, present; subtle, distant and future through yogaja dharma which
inheres in his own self. That is to say, generally, all instances of Extra-Sensory
Perception, i.e. telepathy, clairvoyance, pre-cognition, psycho-kinesis-etc. are
included in the yogic perception. So, it can be said that Extrra-Sensory
Perception is lower than yogic perception in respect of category. Hence Extrr~
Sensory Perception is not yogaja pratyaksa. For, a yogin acquires yogaja dharma
•
in his own self through the· regular and sincere practice of eightfold means of

yoga. This power enables him to perceive all things at any moment. Perhaps
this type of property (yogaja dharma) does not exist in a gifted person in case
of telepathy or other person having the power of clairvoyance or pre-cognition
or psycho-kinesis. So why should we say that yogaja pratyakt?a has been
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developed into Extmi-Sensory Perception? Hence, there is no q'uestion of
development of yogaja pratyak~a into Extrra-Sensory Perception.

Thus, we can conclude that yogaja pratyaksa is beyond the range of
human intellect. It is believed to be true on the basis ~f Verbal Testimony (~abda- .

pramaf}a) and as it is accepted by a good many philosophers. Its truth can be
verified only by the practice of yoga. Extrra-Sensory Perception is lower type of
perception than yogic perception. 48
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